THE MAN IN MY LIFE

my love

For:

LOonVE
the run
a date in a bag for those last minute emergencies

Take turns with your honey
filling this bag
with all of the neccesary
goodies to create a
fun date-on-the-go.

my love

For:

Love on the Run - Date in a Bag Printables

HIS

Hers

3 x 2 inch tag for bag

3 x 2 inch tag for bag

(punch a hole in the corner
and attach with ribbon)

(punch a hole in the corner
and attach with ribbon)

RESERVED SEATING
LOVE LEVEL

ROW 1, SEAT 2
YOU’RE INVITED
TO A

He
rs

The more creative you are the more fun
your date in a bag will be!

LOonVE
the run
a date in a bag for those last minute emergencies

7.5 x 10 inch sheet to use as bag label tag
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Take turns with your honey
filling this bag
with all of the neccesary
goodies to create a
fun date-on-the-go.

The more creative you are the more fun
your date in a bag will be!

Please follow these simple instructions to enjoy and
get the best use out of your Date in a Bag:
1. Print, cut and adhere the large label to any type
of paper bag that will reasonably fit well with the label.
Double-sided tape, a glue gun or any other adhesive
will do the trick!
2. Print, cut and punch a hole in both the
HIS and HER tags.
3. Thread ribbon through each tag and tie to the
bag appropriately.
4. Tie the HIS tag to the bag when the date goodies
inside are a surprise for HIM and tie the HERS tag to
the bag when the date goodies inside are a surprise
for HER.
5. Continue taking turns filling the bag with
goodies that make up a quick, fun and/or romantic
date so that a moment’s notice there is always a
Date in a Bag ready to grab and go!

This printable was designed EXCLUSIVELY for The Dating Divas - www.thedatingdivas.com
by Lil’ Buckaroo Designs - www.lilbuckaroodesigns.com

date ThAT

SCORES
VENUE: OUR PLACE
DATE: TONIGHT
TEAM: YOU & ME
GAME: A SPORTING
EVENT YOU’LL NEVER
FORGET!
THIS DATE WILL SCORE
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE!

